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Abstract – Most of the ad-hoc wireless network routing protocol assume a trusted environment,
mainly because securing communications between routers using conventional authentication methods
(asymmetric cryptography, digital signatures, use of symmetric cryptography) are resource
consuming. Secure routing protocols become of critical importance and have a lot of proposals to
improvement security mechanisms. In this paper we will present the main security issues encountered
in these environments and make a comparative study of the proposed mechanisms for securing the
communication between wireless router nodes.  Different kind of attack have different solution, and
we try to select them to be combine in one solution without exceed de routing node capacities.

Introduction

An Ad Hoc Wireless network, opposed to a wireless network, cooperate to form a
network without using any infrastructure [1], nodes are free to move, they can appear and
disappear. The network is an autonomous system, an association of mobile nodes forward
packet for each other [2]. These types of networks can find applicability in emergency rescue
situations, military actions, conferences, sensor network, mainly where the setup of a
communication infrastructure is not possible, or it would be only temporary and infeasible.
They are used in situations where a communication between nodes must be set up quickly
using limited or no administration at all. The nodes are terminal and routing node in the same
time. The limited processing capacity, the wireless transmission effects, and the specific
possibilities of attacks create significant challenges for routing protocols.

Distance Vector Routing assumes that every router holds a routing table of his own,
where the best route, together with it’s metric, for each known destination is stored. Thus,
every node of the network must have an entry in his routing table for every destination in the
Autonomous System [3]. Distance Vector protocols find the shortest path between nodes in a
network through a „distributed implementation of the classical Bellman-Ford algorithm” [4].
These algorithms are frequently used in wireless networks because they do not require much
memory or CPU power. An example of a popular Distance Vector algorithm is RIP [5], or it’s
follower RIPv2 [6,7].
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There has been a large variety of protocols proposed for mobile Ad Hoc Wireless
networks, some of them solving the counting to infinity problem (DSDV [8], WRP [9]),
others concentrating on the security issues that appear in these environments (duckling [10],
SEAD [11]), and some of them solving the slow convergence problem that is so vital in
wireless networks ([8], [11]). This paper will only focus on the security issues regarding
routing in wireless environments; it will describe the different kind of protocols proposed to
prevent attacks in wireless networks.

Possible attacks on distance-vector protocols

 Take in consideration the nature of the communication an attacker can infiltrate
between two routers, it can record packages, it can easily replay them and can inject bogus
information in the received messages, if the communication is not secured [12].

The purpose of creating more secure routing protocols is not to stop anyone from
eavesdropping on information being passed from one router to another, but to create a trusting
environment, a system where one can say for sure that the information received is from a
trusted source.

The main forms of attacks that are found in any wireless environment are the following:
- denial of service
- router impersonation
- ignorance attack
- wormhole attack
- longer or shorter distance fraud („blackhole attack” for advertising distance=0)
- same distance fraud
In the next sections we will describe each of these attacks and overview the possibilities

that lay ahead in defending against them.

Preventing attacks in wireless networks

Denial of Service attack
A denial-of-service (DoS) attack is characterised by an explicit attempt by attackers to

prevent legitimate users of a service from using that service. The most frequently DoS attach
in wireless networks are routing disruption, and resource consumption attacks, caused by
injected packets. From a programmer’s point of view, the creation of raw sockets [13] allows
one to inject a package that may contain any information, it may contain parts of a valid
package from the router’s communication, it may contain authentication parts, the main idea
is that it will keep the router busy.

In these kinds of situations, there are two possible ways to solve the problem:
1). Inform the system administrator that a rather large number of unidentified or

invalid packages have been received on an interface
2). Do not apply additional security checks for packages that appear to be „sick”.

For example, if a router receives a package with the protocol specifications OK, but the
router ID or password are unknown, first, it would be normal to ask for a central authority
about this new router, but if there are thousands of packages like this in every second, this
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would flood the entire network with verification packages, keeping the router busy and the
entire wireless bandwidth would be used only for authenticating bad packages.

The previous example assumes that the attacking router does not know any valid
router’s password or encryption keys. But what happens if a router has been compromised and
the attacker now holds all the encryption keys? In this situation, if the malicious router floods
a router with valid packages, there is a real problem avoiding the DoS attack, and one could
say that this attack is not the main problem. The attacker could inject malicious routes, could
manipulate the router’s routing table, forcing him to divert traffic.

Router impersonation
This type of attack may appear both in wireless or wired routing environments.
When a router is first started, if it doesn’t know anybody (from a router’s point of view)

it could apply the „resurrecting duckling” [10] principle. This is a metaphor inspired from
biology, where a duckling emerging from his egg will recognise the first moving object that
he sees or makes a sound. This is called imprinting. The same thing will happen to our router
R when he first receives a package from C. The principle is called „resurrecting” because the
device can be reprogrammed to be imprinted by a different owner’s ID, thus resurrecting the
body after the previous „soul” has died out.

The duckling principle could be extended so that after R was imprinted, when he comes
in the proximity of other routers he will first ask C if it is OK to recognise them as valid. But
what happens if R moves around and loses touch with C? Because there is no one to trust,
other that C, R could ask C the identity of the next router he will be approaching and thus be
imprinted with more owners (or friends).

When moving a router (6), the new
router can ask around his neighbours about
the authenticity of 6. If has no one to
authenticate him, he can ask the central
authority. In all of these situations, the
necessity of authenticating packages to
prevent router impersonation is needed.
Having a session password shared by every
two routers could do this. Knowing the
passwords, the routers could form the
HMAC of package and send it. The routers
can agree on a common password using the
Diffie Hellman key exchange protocol [14].

After having the session key, routers
can authenticate packages using a hash of the package combined with the session key, a
MAC: ( )( )kmHEM k ,= , where k is the session key, m is the original message, E is the block
encryption elgorithm. MACs are usually constructed out of block ciphers like DES. The
simplest way to generate a MAC is to encrypt the hash of the message and the key with a
block algorithm like CBC or CFB. Because the hash functions are faster than block ciphers in
software implementation [15], today’s applications choose to use for E a hash function.

Ignorance attack
This implies that an attacker having corrupted another router starts dropping packages

received from adjacent routers. Because no major damage could be done by this form of
attack and due to space limitations we will assume that in these situations routers could
simply chose another node to deliver their packages, seeing that the other router is unwilling

Figure 1. Moving router
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to cooperate. They could also inform other nodes that one of the routers having signature X is
miss-behaving, thus activating the „reputation based framework” as described in [16].

Wormhole Attack
This form of attack is created by a „middle

man”, who forwards packages from one router to
another which are not in each others proximity,
creating the false impression that these routers are
neighbours.

In a wireless static network, the best solution
to defend against an attack like this would be to
have the central authority inform routers about
their possible neighbours. In Ad Hoc wireless
networks, this is not an easy job to do. Yih Chun Hu
et al. in „Packet Leashes” [12] propose and implement a protocol that solve this problem. In
this paper the authors propose that each package should be „held in a leash”. The means of
doing this is the use of two techniques: temporal leashes and geographical leashes. In the
case of temporal leashes, each package is marked with a timestamp that the receiving router
may check and drop if it exceeds the average time that a package can travel from one node to
another. This also requires precise clock synchronisation from nodes. In the second case, each
package is marked with a geographical signature. Any other router can check it if it was
received from a nier-by zone, and detect efficiently the „wormhole attack”.

Shorter distance fraud
Having a router advertise a longer distance than the one in reality is not as bad as one

may think. In fact, if a router is compromised and controlled by an attacker, the advertising of
longer routes makes other routers chose other nodes.

If a router updates his routing table with a shorter distance received as an advertised
route from a malicious router, the attacker could gain control over traffic and all the packages
sent to the „spoofed” destination. If a router manages to do this, all packages will be
forwarded to him, resulting in an effective „blackhole” attack, placing the attacker in a
powerful position.

This type of attack can be preventing using one-way hash chains [4]. Because they do
not use symmetric or asymmetric cryptography, they are fast and easy to manipulate. A final
random number is chosen, and a repetitive hash function is applied upon it to get the hash
chain values [19].

Figure 3. A simple hash chain with Vo as the value made public

The chain values are constructed as follows:
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )10213243545 ,,,,, VHVVHVVHVVHVVHVRANDV ======

After a node constructs this chain, Vo is made public. A chain is constructed for every
destination that the node is directly connected, but for a chain to work there must be a max-
hop count established [11]. To authenticate a certain destination with a specific metric, just
release a value corresponding to the metric of that route.

For example, let’s consider a chain of m hash values, where V0 is the last value and Vm-1
is the first value (the random seed). Consider also maximal hop-count 1, −≤ mkk . If A is

Figure 2. Artificial link
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directly connected to a network then he broadcasts the value V0 using a certified authority.
When a refresh period arrives (to advertise known routes), A sends out Vk-1 for metric 0, to
authenticate the known route. A receiving node would then authenticate Vk-1 using V0. It
would then compute Vk-2 = H (Vk-1) and send out to his neighbour the value Vk-2 and metric 1.
The next node would then compute Vk-3, and so on. Using this technique, a node can not force
a lower metric, it can only send an advertisement with the same or larger metric.

Same distance fraud
This type of attack presumes that an attacker can receive and send valid packages, it can

authenticate himself, modify packages and advertise copied routes as he wishes. So the
„package leash” technique would be inefficient because the attacker can modify the package
itself. The problem is that the attacker holds all the keys, they are valid and can use them on
his own will, thus he can modify received metrics in a package, he can send out the same
metric with the same hash value V as received, thus
creating a „same distance fraud”.

A highly efficient mechanism to prevent this
kind of fraud was proposed by Yih-Chun Hu et al in
[4]. This technique is based on one-way hash chains
and hash trees, called one-way hash tree. The hash
chain is used to prevent lower metric insertion and the
hash tree is used to authenticate nodes, obliging them
to increment the metric if they want to encode their
own id.
The initially generated seed numbers 30, ≤≤ ivi ,
are hidden by the ( ) 30, ≤≤=′ ivHv ii . Also, as we
go up towards the root, values ( ) ( ) ( )230132231001 ||,||,|| vvHvvvHvvvHv ′′=′′=′′′=′ can be
computed out of the previous values. If a node wants to authenticate value 1v′ , it sends out 0v′
and 23v′  from which a node, having the final value v  can verify if: ( )( )2301 |||| vvvHHv ′′′=

Conclusion

In this paper we briefly described the inherent vulnerabilities of mobile devices in ad-
hoc network. In an ad hoc network, malicious nodes may enter and leave the immediate radio
transmission range at random intervals or may collude with other malicious nodes to disrupt
network activity and avoid detection. Malicious nodes may behave maliciously only
intermittently, further complicating their detection.

We present a variety of different proposals of secure routing protocols, but every
security mechanism comes with a cost. It is always expensive to additionally test the
authenticity of a package, it takes precious computational time, and therefore it is advisable to
carefully select which protocol is more suited for an environment.

The solution should be to combine more secured routing algorithm. Different
applications will have different security requirements, and will be best to adopt network
performance-centric security solutions that effectively balance security strength and network
performance in practice. The solutions presented in this article only cover a subset of all
threats and are far from providing a comprehensive answer to the security problem in ad hoc
networks.

Figure 4. Hash tree
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